
 

11 December 2015: “A Black Thursday!” 

With consumer confidence hovering near 14 year lows and business confidence at a 5 year low, Wednesday 

evening’s surprise decision by President Jacob Zuma to replace Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene by the relatively 

unknown Des van Rooyen finally pushed foreign investor confidence off a cliff as well. The reaction to the 

announcement has been disastrous and overall confidence was left shattered. The rand sold off to its weakest 

level ever, South African government bond yields rose the most on record (increasing the country’s borrowing 

costs) and banking stock suffered a bigger daily decline than during the worst of the 2008 market sell-off. One is 

left with little choice but to question the intention behind President Zuma’s decision to replace the credible 

Minister Nene without a proper explanation. It is a blow to institutional credibility as Treasury is the most important 

cabinet position. Nhlanhla Nene had a reputation for reigning in excessive government spending. The impression 

was left that it was an irresponsible move that put the South African economy’s prospects in jeopardy. The market 

suggested that it was a watershed moment. There are too many uncertainties and financial markets don’t do 

well under such circumstances. It was also a poorly timed decision, wedged between the credit rating agencies’ 

decision to lower South Africa’s credit rating and next weeks Fed decision on US interest rates. The country is 

teetering on “junk” credit status and we will now have to wait for the 25 February Budget Review Speech to see 

whether Nene’s legacy of fiscal prudence and conservatism will be followed. 

 

Other news was largely forgotten, but included a widening in the current account deficit to 4.1% of GDP in the 

fourth quarter from 3.1% in the previous quarter; consumer price inflation which edged up to 4.8% in November 

and strong US employment data which pointed to a greater probability of a US interest rate hike next week and 

Thursday. The non-farm payrolls for November increased by a better-than-expected 211,000 and previous 

months’ numbers were adjusted upwards. The unemployment rate held steady at 5%. 

 

 

 

  

The South African financial market was 

tumbled into chaos on Thursday following the 

shock announcement that the Finance 

Minister was replaced. The market was already 

on shaky ground following last Friday’s credit 

rating downgrades. Financial shares, the rand 

and bonds bore the brunt of the sell-off. The 

lone benefactor were gold mining shares. The 

rand lost more than 10% of its value against all 

the major currencies. OPEC effectively 

abandoned its longtime strategy of limiting 

output to control prices and the price of Brent 

oil tumbled below $40 a barrel. At Novare, we 

were relatively well positioned for this past 

week’s turmoil. We have been overweight 

offshore assets, underweight local equities and 

very under weight bonds. 

DOMESTIC EQUITY WEEK CHANGE YTD CHANGE

JSE ALL SHARE 48,201.89 -2.20% -3.15%

JSE FIN 15 13,433.19 -12.97% -14.12%

JSE IND 25 69,784.12 1.60% 11.92%

JSE RES 20 25,479.87 0.44% -39.23%

JSE GOLD 1,111.85 22.84% -2.89%

JSE ALL SHARE 40 43,669.69 -1.53% -0.68%

INTERNATIONAL EQUITY

DOW JONES (USA) 17,574.75 -1.53% -1.39%

NASDAQ (TECH USA) 5,045.17 -1.89% 6.53%

FTSE (LONDON) 6,007.07 -3.71% -8.51%

NIKKEI (TOKYO) 19,230.48 -1.40% 10.20%

GLOBAL EQUITY 1,663.88 -1.82% -2.68%

EMERGING MARKET EQUITY 789.02 -2.86% -17.49%

OTHER

ALL BOND INDEX 454.14 -7.88% -5.58%

3 MONTH NCD YIELD 6.60 0.00% 3.94%

R/DOLLAR 15.84 10.37% 38.34%

R/EURO 17.36 10.79% 24.06%

R/POUND 24.03 11.38% 33.86%

GOLD 1,067.89 -1.05% -10.95%

OIL (BRENT) 39.12 -9.02% -31.76%


